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Paper Research: After narrowing down on a problem space, as a team we read several research papers 
and articles to further our understanding to explore the wealth of information about social computing 
sites design, mainly around peer learning, peer matching, online courses, etc. One interesting point was 
about how “user feedback has a positive effect on the behaviour of a user” [1]. We also liked the point that 
“schedule sharing plays a key role in peer-learning” [2]. 

The Prototypes: After our research, we met up and brainstormed on possible solutions and what features 
our solution should support. We walked through various user scenarios and a possible flow of our solution. 
This is what we used as inspiration for our prototype session and is detailed below.

1. Public Home 
We started with the public homepage, which would show a cloud tag with trending topics and open 
requests by users and also allow some basic searching. User can sign-in or sign-up from this page and also 
look at tutorials to learn about our solution.

2. Sign-Up
We then looked at the signup process. User account creation could support email or one of the social 
networks that we can pull user information (especially likes and favorite topics) from, like Facebook or 
Pinterest. 

3. Topic and Expertise Selection
Once an account has been created, the user selects various topics that the user is interested in (or this 
information is pulled from other social networking sites) and then the user rates his/her expertise level 
for those topics. This will let us know if the user is new to the topic (beginner) or has some knowledge 
(intermediate) or has sufficient knowledge to mentor some other user on the topic (expert.)

4. Signed-in Home
This is similar to the public home, but also has links to user profile.

5. User Dashboard
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This page shows the users peer learning activity and provides filtering based on topics and peer. The 
selected session’s timeline is also seen.

6. Open Peer Requests
This page lists all the users who are waiting for a peer match to start a learning session. Our 
recommendation algorithms, will show recommended peers first. Other user information and rating can be 
seen in a pop-up window.

7. Find Topic
Users can use the search box to search for a topic or click on a topic in the tag cloud. If the search is 
unsuccessful, the user can even add a topic to the system. Once a topic has been selected, our peer 
recommendation algorithms will recommend a peer - either peers who are waiting for others to discuss 
about the topic, along with a link to ‘Start Peer Learning’ or peers who have no open topic but are interested 
in similar topics and send a request match (Let’s pair up to learn about xyz).

8. Workspace
The workspace is the main collaboration space between the pair of users. The pair sees a timeline view, 
which can be divided into multiple sessions. Each session is one meeting of the peers and includes 
documents, videos, links, images, chat logs, etc. The content is initially sourced by our algorithm based on 
the topic, and can be built upon by the users, by dragging and dropping content or importing it from the 
web. Users can zoom into a session to see it and complete the items within it. Both peers can see the others 
progress within a session and overall in the timeline.  Every workspace also includes a calendar view so the 
pair can schedule collaboration times. Users will also be able to chat (video and/or text) with each other. 
Once the peer learning is complete, users can rate their peers and the overall session. If spamming/trolling 
occurs, users can also be reported.
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Public Home
- Tutorial
- Trending Cloud
- Search
- Peer Count

Sign Up
- By email
- By Facebook, Pinterest
- Ask for interests (manually specify
or search existing catalog)
- Pull interests from Facebook
- Rate knowledge level about
interests
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Signed In Home
-  Similar to Public Home
-  Trending + Interest Cloud
-  Direct Link to profile, ongoing 
sessions, open ‘Peer Learning 
Requests’

Available Peers Page (when user clicks on available peers)
- List of peers waiting for matches. Those matching your interests appear first. Link to ‘Start Peer 
Learning’.
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Topic Page (when user clicks on a tag or searches for a keyword)
-  Search box on top
-  Add topic if keyword does not match with an existing topic
-  Show recommended peer matches
 1. Peers who are waiting for others to discuss about a related topic. Link to ‘Start Peer    
   Learning’
 2. Peers who have no open topic but are interested in similar topics. Request match
  (Let’s pair up to learn about xyz).
-  Show related topics.
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User Dashboard
- 3 columns
 - List of topics which you have discussed
 - List of users you have paired up with
     - Timeline of the selected session (from 1st or 2nd columns). Click any section of the 
    timeline to jump to the session workspace.

Workspace
-  Timeline view to start with. Timeline divided into various sessions, indicating progress of each 
peer. Zoom in to each session to pull up the workspace of each session. Zoom out to view the 
timeline.
- Each session workspace will have documents, PDFs, videos, images embedded into it. Users can 
resize, play, open in full view and comment on each artifact.
- Users can drag and drop elements - video, image, text, drawings, documents, webpages to the 
workspace. Import links, videos from youtube, upload videos, images.
- Users can pull up chat section video/audio/text).
- Calendar to schedule times if they want to collaborate synchronously
- A button for ‘Learning Complete’. Confirmation screen for other peer.
- Feedback about Session and Peer after ending the session.
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